Analogs of thyrotropin-releasing hormone: hypotheses relating receptor binding to net excitation of spinal lower motor neurons.
Experimentally and clinically, treatment with high-doses of TRH produces a net excitation of spinal lower motor neurons (LMNs) that is subsequently reduced or completely lost through continuous or repeated exposure to the peptide. This is operationally termed "autorefractoriness" (AR). We have performed biochemical and in vivo pharmacologic experiments to investigate the mechanism(s) of AR. Biochemically, we classified TRH and several analogs into three groups based on their binding by spinal-cord TRH-receptors (TRH-Rs): high-affinity, (low nanomolar range; MeTRH, TRH); intermediate-affinity (mid-nanomolar range; MK-771, RX77368) or low-affinity (micromolar range; DN-1417, PNP). When tested in vivo for LMN excitatory activity in cordotomized (T8) rats, TRH and MK-771 produced rapid-onset excitation followed AR. In contrast, sustained excitation with much less AR was produced by the low affinity analog DN-1417. Based on these results, we have formulated two receptor-based hypotheses to explain AR: a) rapid TRH-R desensitization (conversion to an inactive form) by high- but not low-affinity TRH-analogs; and b) a slower down-regulation (cellular internalization) of the agonist-receptor complex, most evident with high-affinity agonists. Thus, low-rather than high-affinity TRH-analogs may be superior to TRH for providing sustained LMN excitation (increase of strength) in motor neuron degenerative disorders.